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Abstract—Despite file distribution applications are responsible for a major portion of the current Internet traffic, so far
little effort has been dedicated to study file distribution from the
point of view of energy efficiency. In this paper, we present the
first extensive and detailed theoretical study for the problem
of energy efficiency in file distribution. Specifically, we first
demonstrate that the general problem of minimizing energy
consumption in file distribution is NP-hard. For restricted
versions of the problem, we derive tight lower bounds on
energy consumption, and we design a family of algorithms
that achieve these bounds. Our results prove that through
collaborative p2p schemes up to 50% energy savings are
achievable with respect to the best available centralized file
distribution scheme. Through simulation, we show that even
in heterogeneous settings (e.g., considering network congestion,
and link variability across hosts) our collaborative algorithms
always achieve significant energy savings with respect to the
power consumption of centralized file distribution systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The need for a reduction in the carbon footprint of all
human activities while satisfying an ever growing energy
demand has triggered the interest on the design of novel
energy-efficient solutions in multiple domains [1]. In the
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) domain, this has produced research in novel mechanisms and
solutions for saving energy, to be deployed in computation
and communication systems [2]–[5]. In communication systems, the proposed approaches for energy efficiency aim at
achieving “energy proportional” networks, i.e., networks that
consume an amount of power proportional to their traffic
load. This is done through both the design of new energyefficient hardware [6] and by acting at the system level (e.g.,
via energy-efficient routing [7], [8] or “sleep modes” [9],
[10]). In addition, an important challenge is how to save
energy in end systems (servers and user terminals) at the
edge of the network, which are responsible for the major
portion of the whole Internet power consumption [11], [12].
Currently, power saving technologies for end systems are
available, like switching off or to low-power modes the
devices when possible [12]. These techniques can be used
to approach energy proportionality in these systems, i.e.,
making the power consumed proportional to the level of
CPU or network activity.
However, energy proportionality of the different elements
alone is not enough to reduce energy wastage in most

distributed systems. It needs to be complemented by a
redesign of the services (e.g., file sharing, web browsing,
etc.) in a way that optimizes the utilization of hosts and
network resources. The reason is that most common services
have been designed without taking energy into account. In
fact, typically the waste of network resources has been seen
as an issue only when it implies significant higher cost
or poor performance. Raising energy costs and increasing
environmental awareness are pushing to reconsider also this
aspect.
In this paper we focus on the file distribution service,
which is one of the most widespread services on the Internet.
Services such as peer-to-peer (p2p) file sharing, one-clickhosting (OCH), software release, etc., represent indeed a major fraction of current Internet traffic [13]–[15]. In addition,
within the context of corporate/LAN networks, operations
such as software updates are also file distribution processes.
Despite of the importance of these services, to the best of
the authors’ knowledge little effort has been dedicated to
understanding and achieving energy-efficiency in the context
of file distribution applications. All this makes essential to
deeply investigate energy-efficiency in file distribution, in
order achieve a truly Green Internet.
Related work An important amount of effort has been
dedicated to study the completion time in a file distribution
process [16]–[19]. The minimization of the average finish
time in P2P networks is considered in [20]–[22]. Mundinger
et al. [23] present a theoretical study to derive the minimum
time associated to a P2P file distribution process. However, a
scheme guaranteeing a file distribution with minimum completion time does not generally lead to minimize the energy
consumption. Indeed, schemes with a same distribution time
may have different energy costs.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, energy consumption
in file distribution processes has received little attention
so far. On one hand, practical studies [5], [24]–[27] have
discussed and compared the energy consumed by different
content distribution architectures or protocols. However none
of them relies on an analytical basis nor proposes energyoptimal algorithms, as is the case of our paper. Lachlan et
al. [28] consider an instance of the problem similar to ours,
but under a fluid limit model, in which the file is split into
infinitesimally small blocks. For this reason, the results of
the paper cannot be extended to practical settings, where

block sizes must be lower bounded to keep bounded the
amount of extra transmissions (and extra energy spent) due
to control data (protocol overheads, etc). As we show in
our paper (see Section III), the dependence on the blocks
size and number of the energy consumption of a distribution
scheme is non negligible in any practical scenario. The
authors propose a set of external behavior specifications
for a family of algorithms, providing an upper bound for
the total energy they consume in the distribution process.
As in their algorithms a subset of hosts (which always
contains at least the server) stays on for the whole duration
of the scheme, the total energy consumption of the proposed
algorithms is higher with respect to the optimal values (that
we define here) by at least a factor directly proportional to
the power consumed by the server and to the makespan of
the distribution scheme. As we show later in the paper, for
such schemes the total energy consumption is up to 50%
with respect to the optimal schemes we propose, depending
on the specific settings.
Our contributions This paper aims to define the analytical and algorithmic basis for the design of energyefficient file distribution protocols. For this purpose, we first
model the problem of minimizing energy consumption in
a file distribution process. Then, we prove that the general
version of the problem is NP-hard. This leads us to define
restricted versions of the problem, yet maintaining a balance
between simplicity and applicability in real scenarios. For
these versions, we are able to derive lower bounds on the
energy required to complete the file distribution process.
We also propose collaborative p2p algorithms for reducing
energy consumption in the studied file distribution scenarios.
These algorithms are shown to be energy-optimal in a
large collection of cases. Finally, we present an empirical
evaluation through simulation, that allows us to validate our
analytical results and study the impact of relaxing some of
the assumptions imposed in the analysis on the performance
of the proposed algorithms.
Our analyses and simulations demonstrate that collaborative p2p schemes are an appropriate approach to reduce
the energy consumption in a file distribution process, with
respect to any centralized file distribution schemes. The
simulations show that, even in scenarios for which they
were not designed (e.g., considering heterogeneous energy
consumption or network congestion), our collaborative p2p
schemes achieve significant energy savings with respect to
popular centralized file distribution systems. These savings
range between 50% and two order of magnitude depending
on the centralized scheme under consideration.
It should be noted that the algorithms proposed only
depend on the number of hosts involved and the number
of blocks of the file. Hence, given these two parameters,
each host can implement the scheme in a fully distributed
manner.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II

provides the network and energy model along with definitions and terminology used throughout the paper. Sections
III and IV present theoretical results obtained, in the form
of bounds and file distributions schemes, respectively for
the case in which download capacity is equal to the upload
capacity, and for the case in which the download capacity
is larger than the upload capacity. In Section V, we present
our simulation study. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL , P ROBLEM D EFINITION AND
A SSUMPTIONS
System Model and Assumptions We consider a system
of n + 1 hosts (n ≥ 1) that are fully connected via a
wired network. One of these hosts, called the server and
denoted by S, has initially a file of size B that it has to
distribute to all the other hosts, which we call the clients.
We assume that the file is divided into β ≥ 1 blocks
of equal size s = B/β. The set of hosts is denoted
as H = {S, H0 , H1 , ..., Hn−1 }, and the set of blocks as
B = {b0 , b1 , ..., bβ−1 }. We will also use in this paper a set
of indexes, defined as I = {S, 0, . . . , n − 1}. For simplicity
of notation and presentation, we will often use an index
i ∈ I to denote a host, and even talk about host i instead
of host Hi (or S when i = S).
All the hosts in H can upload blocks of the file to
other hosts (initially only S can do so). A client can start
uploading block bi only if it has received bi completely.
Host Hi has upload capacity ui and download capacity di ,
for i ∈ I. (Observe that the server has upload capacity uS .)
We assume that all capacities are integral. All the hosts are
assumed to be identical with respect to processing speed, and
to have enough memory to sustain the distribution process.
No host can upload more than a block at any given time
instant, but can simultaneously upload and download from
other hosts. Moreover, it can simultaneously download from
multiple hosts as long as the download capacity allows it. We
also assume that hosts always upload at their full capacity.
We assume that time in the file distribution process is
slotted. Each block transmission between hosts starts and
finishes within the same slot. We assume that no host
uploads to more than one host in one slot. In general, the
slot duration may vary from one slot to the next. However,
unless otherwise stated, we will assume during the rest of
the paper that all slots have the same duration γ. Then, if
the process of file distribution starts at time t = 0, the time
interval [0, γ] corresponds to slot τ = 1 and, in general, slot
τ spans the time interval [(τ − 1)γ, τ γ]. In each slot of a
scheme, a host is assigned another host to serve (if any),
and the set of blocks it will serve during that slot.
In this work we consider only the energy consumed
by hosts during the file distribution process. We do not
consider the energy consumed by other network devices. In
our model, the energy consumption has the following three
components:

(1) Each host i ∈ I, just for being on, consumes power Pi
(when a host is off, we assume that it consumes no power).
(2) Each host consumes a fixed amount of energy δi ≥ 0,
i ∈ I for each block served and/or received. This component
δi captures the additional energy consumed by serving and
receiving in the form of CPU activity [29], cooling, caching
and hard disk activity, network card activity, etc.
(3) A host consumes energy while being switched on or off.
If host i ∈ I takes time αi to switch on or off, the energy
consumed by switching is Pi · αi . Usually, this on/off time
αi is in the order of a few seconds [30].
The Problem and its Complexity
We define a file
distribution scheme, or scheme for short, as a schedule
of block transfers between hosts such that, after all the
transfers, all the hosts have the whole file. Observe that a
scheme must respect the model previously defined. Then,
the problem we study in this paper is defined as follows.
Definition 1: The file distribution energy minimization
problem is the problem of finding or designing a file distribution scheme that minimizes the total energy consumed.
The bad news is that this problem is NP-hard even if
switching on and off is free and there is no additional energy
consumption per block. The following theorem summarizes
the result. (Please refer to [31] for the proof of the theorem.)
Theorem 1: Assume that time is slotted, that hosts must
upload at their full capacity, and that no host can upload
to more than one host in the same slot. The problem
of minimizing the energy of file distribution is NP-hard
if hosts can have different upload capacities and power
consumptions, even if αi = δi = 0, ∀i ∈ I.
The good news is that, by making a few simplifying
yet realistic assumptions, we can solve the file distribution
energy minimization problem optimally (Theorem 4, Section
III) or near optimally (Theorem 7, Section IV).
Simple Model Henceforth, we assume that all the hosts
have the same upload capacity u, and the same download
capacity d. We also assume that ud = k for some positive
integer k. Unless otherwise stated, we assume that hosts are
switched on and off instantaneously, i.e., αi = 0, ∀i, and
hence switching consumes no energy.
The uniformity of capacities results in a uniform slot
duration, equal to γ = us , for all the block transfers. A
host is said to be active in a time slot if it is receiving or
serving blocks in the slot. Otherwise, it is said to be idle.
The energy ∆i consumed by an active host i ∈ I in one
slot can be computed as follows.
∆i = Pi γ + δi =

Pi s
Pi B
+ δi =
+ δi .
u
uβ

(1)

Without loss of generality, we assume that ∆0 ≤ · · · ≤
∆n−1 .
In some cases below we will assume that the system is
energy-homogeneous. This means that all hosts have the
same energy consumption parameters, i.e., Pi = P and

(a) Tree slot

(b) Slot with cycle

Figure 1. A slot as a directed transfer graph. The number of blocks served
in 1(b) is one more than the number of blocks served in 1(a), with the same
energy consumption.

δi = δ, for all i ∈ I. In such a homogeneous system, also
all hosts have the same value of ∆i = ∆. Note that, unless
otherwise stated, we assume a heterogeneous system.
Let us consider parameters n, k, and β of the file
distribution energy minimization problem. Let us define the
set of all possible schemes with these parameters by Zkn,β .
Let E(z) be the energy consumed by scheme z ∈ Zkn,β . A
scheme z0 ∈ Zkn,β is energy optimal (or optimal for short) if
E(z0 ) ≤ E(z), ∀z ∈ Zkn,β . Hence, our objective in the rest
of the paper is to find optimal (or quasi-optimal) schemes.
Normal Schemes To rule out redundant and uninteresting schemes, we will consider only what we call normal
schemes. Observe that the block transfers of a scheme z
in a slot τ can be modeled as a directed transfer graph
with the hosts as vertices and block transfers as edges (see
Fig. 1). Then, a normal scheme is a distribution scheme
in which there are no idle hosts, there are no slots without
active hosts, and each slot has exactly one connected transfer
graph. We denote the set of normal schemes with parameters
n, β, and k by Ẑkn,β . From now onwards, we will consider
only normal schemes. It is easy to observe that any optimal
scheme can be transformed into a normal scheme that is also
optimal. Hence, we are not losing anything by concentrating
only on normal ones.
Observe that in a transfer graph the out-degree of each
vertex is at most 1 (by the upload constraint). Thus, the
transfer graph of a slot in a normal scheme can either be
a tree (Fig. 1(a)) or a graph with exactly one cycle (Fig.
1(b)). Note also that in a slot with one cycle all hosts upload
blocks, while in a tree slot there is exactly one host that does
not upload.
Costs Let us consider scheme z ∈ Ẑkn,β . Denote with
Iτz ⊆ I the indexes of the set of active hosts in time slot
τ under scheme z. Let τfz be the makespan of scheme z,
i.e., the time slot of z in which the distribution of the file is
completed.
Definition 2: The cost of slot τ under scheme z, denoted
czτ , is P
the energy consumed by all active hosts Iτz in τ , i.e,
z
cτ = i∈Iτz ∆i , and the energy consumed by the scheme z

Pτ z
Pτ z P
is E(z) = τf=1 czτ = τf=1 i∈I z ∆i .
τ
The cost of a slot, as defined above, does not take into
account which host is serving which block to which host.
However, the total energy consumption of a scheme also
depends on this. Thus, for a better insight on the schemes,
we also associate a cost to a block transfer. The cost of block
transfers will be used in the proofs of lower bounds. Let us
denote the set of blocks downloaded by host i ∈ I in slot
z
τ under scheme z by Si,τ
and the index of the host serving
z
bj ∈ Si,τ
as serv(j, i).
Definition 3: We define the cost czj,i of a block bj received
z
z
by Hi under scheme z as, czj,i = Dj,i
· ∆i + Uj,i
· ∆serv(j,i) ,
where, if bj is received by Hi in slot τ ,

z
1
if j = min{j 0 |bj 0 ∈ Si,τ
}
z
Dj,i =
0  Otherwise
z
1
if Sserv(j,i),τ
=∅
z
Uj,i
=
0
Otherwise
z
Dj,i
accounts for the energy consumption of host Hi (in
units of ∆i ) that is receiving the block. A block contributes
to the energy consumed by Hi if it is downloading. If a
host is downloading more than one block in parallel, then
we assume that only one block adds to the cost, as the rest
of the blocks can be received without incurring any further
z
cost. Uj,i
accounts for the energy consumption of the host
z
that is serving the block when Sserv(j,i),τ
= ∅ (the host that
is serving bj to Hi is not downloading any block).
With the above definition, the sum of the costs of all
blocks transferred in slot τ should be equal to the cost of
the slot τ , czτ . The next result establishes that this is indeed
true for all the schemes. The proof can be found in [31].
Theorem 2: The sum of the costs of all the blocks transferred
during
slot τ is equal to the cost of that slot, i.e.,
P
P
z
z
z
z
i∈Iτ
bj ∈Si,τ cj,i = cτ . Hence, the energy consumed by
the scheme is
E(z) =

n−1
X β−1
X
i=0 j=0

czj,i =

n−1
X β−1
X

z
z
∆i · Dj,i
+ ∆serv(j,i) · Uj,i



i=0 j=0

(2)
III. D OWNLOAD C APACITY = U PLOAD C APACITY
In this section and the next one we provide analytical
results for the file distribution energy minimization problem,
under the simple model described previously. In this section
we explore the case k = 1. In this case, because download
and upload capacities are equal, a host can download at
most one block during a slot. We derive lower bounds on
the energy consumed by any scheme, and design optimal
schemes achieving it. We also find the optimal number of
blocks to be used to minimize the energy of optimal schemes
in energy-homogeneous systems.
Lower Bound The following theorem provides a lower
bound on the energy consumed by any distribution scheme
when k = 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 2. Example of Algorithm 1, for n = 3 and β = 3. The label on
each arrow is the index of the block being served.

Theorem 3: The energy required by any scheme z to
distribute a file divided into β blocks among
n clients when

Pn−1 
k = ud = 1, satisfies E(z) ≥ β ∆S + i=0 ∆i +
max{0, n − β} min{∆S , ∆0 }.
The key observation behind this result is that each host has
to be active for at least β slots to receive the file, whereas
the server has to be active for at least β slots to upload
one copy of each block among the clients. The proof of the
theorem can be found in [31].
Optimal Distribution Schemes We now present optimal
schemes achieving the lower bound of Theorem 3. We
distinguish among three cases, depending on the relation
between n and β, and we indicate the resulting schemes
as Algorithms 2, 3, and 1. Note that in the pseudocode of
algorithms, the transfer of block bj from host H to host
j
H 0 is expressed as H −
→ H 0 . While the three algorithms
could be merged into one, we have chosen to present them
separately for clarity.
Theorem 4: When d = u, Algorithms 2, 3, and 1 describe
distribution schemes, with energy E(z) =
 optimal
Pn−1 
β ∆S + i=0 ∆i + max{0, n − β} min{∆S , ∆0 }.
Intuition for the optimality of the algorithms: We start with
Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 2), which is the simplest of the three,
since it assumes that the number of clients is equal to the
number of blocks. In the first n slots of the algorithm, the
server uploads a distinct block of the file to each of the n
clients. Since n = β, the server can upload the whole file
to the clients in n slots. Then the server goes off. At this
point, each host has a different block and needs to get the
remaining n−1 blocks. Then, in each of the remaining n−1
slots, each client chooses another client to serve in a way
that the resulting transfer graph is a cycle of the n hosts. In
particular, each host i uploads the latest block it has received
to host i − 1. This process continues for the next n − 1 slots,
until all the hosts have all the blocks.
Algorithm 1 (and Fig. 2) reflects clearly the key for the
optimality of the three algorithms, which is creating cycles
so that all hosts that are downloading are also uploading.
Algorithm 2, which assumes n < β, is more involved,
but uses similar ideas as Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 3, the
number of clients is larger than the number of blocks. Thus
some hosts will have to upload the same block more than
once. In this algorithm, once the server has served β distinct
blocks, the host with the smallest energy consumption per

Algorithm 1 Optimal scheme for β = n
1: for slot j = 0 : n − 1
j
2:
S−
→ Hj
3: for slot j = n : 2n − 2
4:
for i = 0 : n − 1
(i+j) mod n
5:
Hi −−−−−−−−→ H(i−1) mod n

slot uploads block b0 to those hosts without any block.
For the complete proofs of correctness and optimality,
please refer to [31]. In what follows, with Opt(n, β) we
indicate the optimal algorithm corresponding to the values
of n and β.
Algorithm 2 Optimal scheme for β > n
1: for slot j = 0 : n − 1
j
2:
S−
→ Hj
3: for slot j = n : β − 1
j
4:
S−
→ Hn−1
5:
for i = 1 : n − 1
i+j−n
6:
Hi −−−−−→ Hi−1
7: for slot j = β : β + n − 2
8:
for i = 1 : n
(i+j−n) mod β
9:
Hi mod n −−−−−−−−−−−→ Hi−1

Algorithm 3 Optimal scheme for β < n.
Hmin is the host with smallest ∆i . (Hmin ∈ {S, H0 }.)
1: for slot j = 0 : β − 1
j
2:
S−
→ Hj
3: for slot j = β : n − 1
0
→ Hj+1−β
4:
Hmin −
5:
for i = 1 : β − 1
i
6:
Hi+j−β −
→ Hi+j+1−β
7: for slot j = n : n + β − 2
β−1
8:
H2n−(j+1) −−−→ Hn+β−(j+2)
9:
for i = 0 : β − 2
i
10:
H(n+i−j) mod n −
→ H(n+i−j−1) mod n

Optimal Number of Blocks in Homogeneous Systems Consider now an energy-homogeneous system, in
which all the hosts have the same energy consumption
parameters, i.e., Pi = P and δi = δ, for all i ∈ I. Our
goal is to find the optimal value of β into which the file
should be divided for minimum energy consumption. The
following theorem summarizes the result.
Theorem 5: In an energy-homogeneous system with k =
d
u = 1, the value of β that minimizes the
nqenergy oconsump-

PB
tion of an optimal scheme is β = min
uδ , n .
q
Note that if the value of PuδB is not an integer, it has to be
rounded to one of the two closest integer values, such that
E(β) is minimum.
Intuition: The number of blocks into which the file must be
divided depends on the value of δ. If δ is very large, then it
is better to divide the file in a small number of blocks, since

each block transmission consumes additional energy δ. On
the other hand, if δ is small, we can divide the file into a
number of blocks such that the energy consumed is reduced
due to concurrent transfers. For details, please refer to [31].
IV. D OWNLOAD C APACITY > U PLOAD C APACITY
In this section, we consider an energy homogeneous
system in which k > 1. In this scenario we provide lower
bounds on the energy consumed by an optimal scheme.
Then, we show that the algorithms for k = 1 are optimal if
β ≤ n and present a quasi-optimal algorithm for β > n.
Lower Bound In this setting, the possibility to download
more than one block in a slot implies that the minimum
number of slots in which a host has to be on can be less
than β.
Theorem 6: Let z be an optimal schedule in an energy
homogeneous system. Then the energy consumed by z
satisfies E(z) ≥ n(β + 1) · ∆.
Intuition: The derivation of this bound is based on proving
that the required number of tree slots is at least n, because
there are n clients. For the complete proof, please refer to
[31].
(Quasi-)Optimal Distribution Schemes The energy consumption of Algorithms 3 and 1 in an energy homogeneous
system with β ≤ n is exactly n(β + 1)∆ (Theorem 4).
Hence, these algorithms describe optimal schemes for this
system. However, if β > n, the algorithm for k = 1
(Algorithm 2) is not optimal anymore if k > 1. So we
present Algorithm 4, that describes a distribution scheme
for this case. Note that the scheme uses k = 2 only.
Algorithm 4 distributes the file among the clients using
ideas from Algorithms 2 and 1. We represent the state of
process with a two dimensional array A of size n × β
(Fig. 3) with the rows and the columns representing the
clients and the blocks, respectively. We set an entry Aij =
1, i ∈ {0, 1, .., n − 1}, j ∈ {0, 1, .., β − 1} if and only if
Hi has received bj , and 0 otherwise. At the beginning, all
the entries are 0 and after the completion of the algorithm
they all should be 1. Furthermore, imagine the array A
divided in b nβ c − 1 square subarrays of size n × n and one
rectangular subarray of size n×(n+b). (Note that this is just
a conceptual division to understand Algorithm 4 in terms of
Algorithms 2 and 1.)
After the first loop, the diagonal of the first square
subarray is set to 1, i.e., Aii = 1, ∀i ∈ {0, ..., n − 1}.
Additionally, after the second loop, the top left corner
position (see Fig. 3) of each subarray has also been set to
1, i.e., A0j = 1,∀j ∈ {0, n, 2n, .., (b nβ c − 1)n}. In each
iteration of the for loop at Line 10, the elements of one of the
subarrays of n×n are set to 1 by serving in the same fashion
as in Algorithm 1, while the server completes serving the
diagonal of the next square/rectangular subarray. When Line
17 is reached, all the elements of all the square subarrays are
marked as 1. The remaining blocks are served using Lines

l=0

l=1

0
1
` Opt(n, n) Opt(n, n)
`
n−1

l = b nβ c − 2
Opt(n, n) Opt(n, n + b)

Figure 3. A representation of Algorithm 4 to visualize the distribution of
blocks using the ideas of Algorithm 1 and 2.

Algorithm 4 Energy saving scheme for case k = 2 and
β>n
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

b = β mod n
for j = 0 : n − 1
begin slot
j
S−
→ Hj
end slot
β
for j = 1 : b n
c−1
begin slot
nj
S −−→ H0
end slot
β
for l = 0 : b n
c−2
for j = 0 : n − 2
begin slot
(l+1)n+j+1

13:
S−
−−−−−−−−
→ Hj+1
14:
for i = 0 : n − 1
ln+((i+j) mod n)
15:
Hi −−−−−−−−−−−−→ H(i−1) mod n
16:
end slot
17: Run Lines 3-9 of Opt(n, n+b) after renaming the block bβ−(n+b)+j
to bj , ∀j ∈ {0, 1, .., n + b − 1}

3-9 of Algorithm 2, with an appropriate relabeling of the
blocks.
We present the bounds achieved in this section in the
following theorem. The proof of the second claim can be
found in [31].
Theorem 7: In a homogeneous system with k > 1,
• If β ≤ n, then Algorithms 3 and 1 describe optimal
distribution schemes with energy E(z) = n(β + 1) · ∆.
• If β > n, let b = β mod n, then Algorithm 4 describes
a distribution scheme with energy

 

β
E(z) = n(β + 1) +
+b−1 ·∆
(3)
n
While Algorithm 4 does not achieve optimal energy when
β > n, it is quasi-optimal (in addition to asymptotically
optimal), since it is off from the lower bound by an additive
term of (bβ/nc+b−1)∆, which is usually much smaller than
the term n(β + 1)∆. It is important to note that Algorithm 4
uses k = 2. Then, the upper bounds on the minimum energy
presented here hold for all values of k > 1.
V. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION
In order to assess the performance of our scheme, we
have run an extensive simulation study with two objectives.
First, to evaluate quantitatively the results of our analysis.
Second, to understand the impact on the performance of our
schemes of some effects not considered in our analysis, but

typical of real scenarios. Due to space restrictions, some of
the simulations results are presented in [31].
Experimental Setup In our experiments we have considered two different scenarios, corresponding to two different
application contexts for the file distribution problem.
First, we consider a homogeneous scenario in which all
the hosts participating in the file distribution process have
the same configuration. Specifically, we have considered the
following values for the relevant input parameters in our
experiments: nominal power P = 80 W, δ = 1 Joule,
and upload and download capacity u = d = 10 Mbps.
Finally, unless otherwise stated, we consider a scenario
with one server and 200 hosts. This homogeneous scenario
models a corporate network in which both the network
infrastructure and the whole set of devices belong to the
same company/organization, and are centrally managed.
Then, we consider a heterogeneous scenario that captures
the case in which hosts are typical Internet nodes (including
home users), and it is therefore characterized by a significant
variability across hosts in both the energy consumption
profile and the observed network performance (i.e. different
access speed and congestion conditions). In this setting
we assume ui = di , ∀i ∈ I. In order to simplify our
study, in our experiments we consider separately the effect
of heterogeneity in power consumption and the effect of
varying network conditions.
The file distribution schemes that we have considered
in the performance evaluation are three. The first one is
the file distribution scheme detailed in Section III, called
Opt here. The second is Parallel, which is a scheme in
which all users download the same file at the same time
from the same server in parallel. This is one of the most
common architectures for file distribution. Finally, in the
Serial scheme the server uploads in sequence the complete
file to the hosts involved in the file distribution process. That
is, the server uploads the complete file to the first host. Once
it finishes, it uploads the file to the second host, and so on.
For our experiments we considered two different energy
models. In a first one, the hosts only have two power states:
an OFF state, in which they do not consume power, and an
ON state, in which they consume the full nominal power,
equal to 80 W (typical nominal power consumption for
notebooks and desktop PCs lies in the range 60 to 80 W
[32]). Unless otherwise stated, this is the default energy
model for our experiments.
In order to understand the impact of load proportional
energy consumption in our schemes, we consider a model
that fits most of the current network devices [32], in which
the energy consumed has some dependency on the CPU
utilization and network activity. This energy model is characterized by four states. Besides the OFF state, the other
states are: the IDLE state, in which the device is active but
not performing any task, and consuming 80% of the nominal
power; the TX-or-RX state, in which the device is active and
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Energy per bit consumed by our
algorithm in function of file size, compared with
the serial and the parallel scheme. Block size:
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Impact of the choice of number
of blocks on the energy per bit consumed by
our algorithm, in function of file size, with 200
hosts.
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Figure 8. Impact of heterogeneity in nominal
power on the energy per bit consumed by our algorithm, in function of file size, with 200 hosts.
95% confidence interval. Block size: 256kB.

either transmitting or receiving, and consuming 90% of the
nominal power; the TX-and-RX state, in which the device is
active and both transmitting and receiving, and consuming
its full nominal power. We considered this model to analyze
the impact of load proportionality on the overall energy
consumption of the schemes considered in our experiments.
Due to space restrictions, the evaluation of the impact of
ON/OFF energy cost and the dependency on the load can
be found in [31]
In the heterogeneous scenario we analyze the effect of
having devices with heterogeneous power consumption profiles. For this purpose we use the previously described twostate model, but we assume that for each host its nominal
power consumption is drawn from two different distribution:
(i) a Gaussian distribution with an average of 80 W and
a standard deviation of 20 W, and (ii) an exponential
distribution, with an average of 80 W.
The goodness metric we have used in order to compare
the energy consumption of different file distribution schemes
is energy per bit, computed as the ratio of the total amount
of energy consumed by the distribution process, divided by
the sum of the sizes of all the files delivered in the scheme.
Homogeneous Scenario In order to validate the analysis,
in Fig. 4 we have plotted the energy per bit consumed
by the file distribution process as function of the size of
the file, for the three different file distribution schemes
considered. As we can see, our schemes perform consistently
better than both serial and parallel schemes. In particular, by
maximizing the amount of time in which hosts serve while
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Figure 9. Impact of variable network conditions
on the energy per bit consumed by our algorithm, in function of file size, with 200 hosts.
95% confidence interval. Block size: 256kB.

being served, our schemes tend towards reducing by half the
total energy cost of serving a block with respect to the serial
scheme. This performance improvement with respect to the
serial scheme is due to the use of p2p-like distribution, and
indeed it decreases as the file size (and the number of blocks
into which it is split) decreases.
Moreover, we can also observe how the parallel scheme
performs consistently worse than any other scheme, consuming up to two orders of magnitude more than the serial
scheme. Since the utilization of this parallel scheme is
widespread in the current Internet, our observations confirm
the great potential of distributed schemes for saving energy.
Fig. 4 also depicts the performance of our Opt algorithm
for different number of hosts (50, 200, and 400). We observe
that the energy per bit consumed by our algorithm as well
as by the serial scheme are not affected by the number of
hosts in the scheme. Hence for the rest of the section we
will present results exclusively for a setting with 200 hosts.
The impact of the total number of blocks on the energy
consumed by our Opt scheme can be seen in Fig. 5, where
we plotted the energy per bit consumed with Opt for variable
file sizes, and for a total of 200 hosts. The green curve
corresponds to the case in which a fixed block size, equal to
256 kB, is used, while the lower red one is obtained by using
an optimal block size, according to Theorem 5. We see how
the use of an optimal block size leads to an increment in
energy savings mainly for small file sizes. The reason is that,
for small file sizes, a fixed block size leads to a small number
of blocks. Consequently, there is less potential parallelism

in the (p2p-like) mechanisms, which limits the efficiency of
the distribution process.
Heterogeneous Scenarios
We consider two separated
heterogeneous scenarios. On the one hand, we study the case
in which different hosts present different power consumption
profiles. On the other hand, we address the scenario in
which each host observes different network conditions (i.e.,
different access speed and congestion level). We note that
confidence intervals have been calculated for each curve
presented (but not shown for clarity), being in all cases lower
than 5%.
In Section III we have proved analytically that our Opt
algorithm minimizes the overall power consumption of the
file distribution process, even in a heterogeneous scenario in
which each host presents a different energy consumption (as
long as all the nodes have the same upload and download
rate). To validate this statement, in this subsection we have
run experiments in which the nominal power consumed
by the hosts varies according to either a Gaussian or an
exponential distribution as defined above. Then, the energy
consumption has been compared with a homogeneous scenario. The results, presented in Fig. 8, validate our analysis,
since the three curves for the Opt scheme overlap perfectly.
We also observe that heterogeneous power consumption has
some minor impact in the case of the serial scheme.
In the results presented we have considered (i) similar upload/download access speed for all host and (ii)
no network congestion. We relax now these assumptions,
and consider a heterogeneous scenario where hosts have
different access speeds and observe different network state
(e.g., congestion). This scenario accurately models a content
distribution process in the Internet. In particular, in the
simulations we model the different nominal access speed of
hosts using an exponential distribution, based on realistic
speed values provided in [33]. Additionally, in order to
model the variation in link speed over time due to network
conditions (i.e., congestion) we multiply the nominal access
speed by a positive factor taken from a Gaussian distribution
with average 1 and standard deviation 0.07. Fig. 9 presents
the results for these heterogeneous network conditions, for
both our Opt scheme and the serial scheme, and compares
them with the homogeneous case. The results show that both
schemes suffer from an increment in the power consumption,
with respect to the homogeneous case. However, the relative
difference between the Opt and serial schemes increases.
This suggests that even in heterogeneous network conditions
the proposed algorithm outperforms any centralized scheme.
Moreover, we observe that the energy per bit consumed is
constant for both Opt and serial schemes when considering heterogeneous network conditions. This occurs because
none of the considered schemes takes into account host
upload/download capacity in determining the schedule for
file distribution.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents one of the first dives into a novel
and relevant field that has received little attention so far:
energy-efficiency in file distribution processes. We present
a theoretical framework that constitutes the analytical basis
for the design of energy-efficient file distribution protocols.
Specifically, this framework reveals two important observations: (i) the general problem of minimizing the energy
consumption in a file distribution process is NP-hard and
(ii) in all the studied scenarios there exists a collaborative
distributed algorithm that reduces the energy consumption
with respect to popular centralized approaches. This suggests
that in those file distribution processes in which reducing
the energy consumption is of significant importance (e.g.,
software updates over night in a corporative network) a
distributed algorithm should be implemented.
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